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CSV2GWEx

What is CSV2GWEx?
The CSV2GWEx application  is  a  utility  for  MS Windows operating  systems, 
which allows to import contacts directory from the CSV files to the Groupwise 
external domains.

Directions for use
Software requirements for the workstation on which is the utility running:

 Groupwise Client 8.0.2 or newer

 Novell Client

• Novell Client 2 SP1 (IR4) for Windows 7/Vista or newer

or

• Novell Client 4.91 SP5 for Windows XP or newer

You need to map Groupwise domain volume from a server and you need to 
have the folder write and modification access rights before running the utility. 
If you want to start the utility, please run the command prompt and type the 
command CSV2GWEx.exe with the parameters described bellow.

Note – The import is allowed only to the external post offices and domains. 

There is possibility to import multiple sources of the csv files at once, in that 
case each file is separated by the space character. 
Note – If there is the space character in the source file name, you must enter  
the name in quotas!

Example
CSV2GWEx.exe D:\addresses\contacts1.csv 
D:\addresses\"new contacts.csv" /GWPATH=G:\gwise /DOM=ex_dom 
/PO=ex1po /IMPORT /CP=UTF8
Note - The last run informations (like changed fields when modifying objects,  
added and removed contacts, errors etc.) are logged to the CSV2GWEX.LOG 
file located in the folder, from which is the utility running.
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Description of parameters

Parameter Description

/GWPATH= Path to the mapped volume from a server with Groupwise 
domain database folder (e.g. /GWPATH=G:\gwise).

/DOM= Groupwise domain name (e.g. /DOM=ex_dom).

/PO= Groupwise post office name (e.g. /PO=ex1po).

/IMPORT The utility will import users from the specified csv files. If the 
imported contact already exists,  the utility will  only modify 
(update) the imported fields. Other contact informations will 
remain unchanged.
Note – You can use the parameter for Groupwise external or  
Non-Groupwise domains only.

/DELMIS All users not listed in the input files will be deleted from the 
post office.
Note – You can use the parameter for Groupwise external or  
Non-Groupwise domains only.
Attention! – If the input file is not specified, all contacts from 
the post office will be deleted. 

/LIST The utility will list all users from the specified post office. You 
can  easily  export  contacts  from  any  post  office  with  this 
parameter in combination with the  /OUT=  parameter to the 
csv file, which can be used as source file for new import.

If the parameter  /PO= is not specified, the utility will list all 
post offices in the domain. 

If the parameter /DOM= is not specified, the utility will list all 
domains from the Groupwise system. All  domains from the 
list will be marked as primary, secondary or external (Non-
Groupwise) domain.

/OUT= Name  of  the  output  file.  The  file  will  contain  the  list  of 
contacts  (resp.  post  offices  or  domains)  listed  by  the 
parameter /LIST 
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Parameter Description

(e.g. /OUT=D:\backup\contacts.csv). 

If  the  parameter  /OUT is  not  specified,  the  output  will  be 
shown on the display. 
Note – The output files are stored in Unicode.

/CP= Code page of the input csv file (e.g. /CP=UTF8).  Options are: 
ANSI, UTF8 or UNICODE. 

Default code page is  ANSI. If the code page is not specified, 
the utility will assume that the file is in default code page, 
but it will search in the file for the mark  BOM at the same 
time.  If  there  is  such  mark  in  the  file,  the  code  page  is 
switched to UNICODE or UTF8. 

Note – In Windows systems with code page CP1250 the  code 
page ANSI means just CP1250. Do not use ANSI coded file  
from a workstation with different ANSI code page.

/VERBOSE The utility  will  save  more details  to  the  log  file  (including 
elapsed time). The log file name in VERBOSE mode contains 
time of creation.

/DELAY= Wait time between operations. Time is specified in seconds 
(e.g. /DELAY=5).

/REP= Number  of  attempts  to  save  or  delete  after  unsuccesful 
operation (e.g. /REP=3).

/RESCAN The  utility  will  reload  the  whole  user  object  before  every 
attempt to modify any field of the object. 

/COMMIT The utility will save the user object by Commit method after 
every succesful attempt to modify any field of the object.

/? nebo /H The utility will show the help. (e.g.: CSV2GWEx.exe /?)
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CSV files for import
The CSV files with contacts for import can be created for example by listing 
contacts from the post office using the parameters  /LIST and /OUT=. 

If the CSV files are from external sources, you can modify them by mapping 
each column of the source CSV file to the field of the Groupwise address book.

The mapping can be configured in  CSV2GWEx.DEF file. This text file contains 
column names of the CSV file assigned to fields of the Groupwise address book 
(e.g.  "EmailAddress" = FLD_EMAIL,  where  "EmailAddress" is  the column 
name  of  the  CSV  file  and  FLD_EMAIL is  the  name  of  target  field  of  the 
Groupwise addres book ).

List of field names with description:

Field name in GWObj Description

FLD_NONE Unused column in CSV file

FLD_OBJECTID Object-ID field 

FLD_EMAIL Email address  field
(if  the  csv  file  does  not  contain  a  column  with 
FLD_OBJECTID values, the utility will use the email 
address for the Object-ID field)

FLD_GIVENNAME First name field

FLD_SURNAME Last name field

FLD_DEPARTMENT Department field

FLD_TITLE Title field

FLD_PREFIX Title before the name (not saved)

FLD_SUFFIX Title after the name (not saved)

FLD_FAX_NUMBER Fax number field

FLD_PHONE_NUMBER Phone number field

Note – the fields FLD_EMAIL and FLD_SURNAME are mandatory and the csv 
file must contain values for these fields.
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